Uniqueness
Phonics
• ay /ä/
• igh
• qu
• compound words and two-syllable words
• medial double consonants with y
• simple contractions
• plural words

High-Frequency Words
each other out use

Vocabulary Words
purpose pattern change
easy solve fawn
talent unique snicker
teacher gigantic costume
heart paw feather
children type
very chameleon

Leveled Reader 1: Uniqueness
Made by God
I Have Talents
Made to Love
God Made Everyone Different
Your Unique Hands
Track That Animal
Change Is My Game
Luna the Mouse Deer
Pete Fits In
My name is Chameleon, and change is my game. I want to play hide and seek.
Can you find me?
I will give you two hints.
I like school.
I am yellow.
Do you see me here?
Am I yellow now?
I will give you a hint.
“Moo.”
My name is Chameleon, and change is my game. I am back in the tree. It’s me!
Now, my friend can hide from me.
I will find my friend.
Go to the next page.
I look left and right.
I look in and out.
Where is my friend?
Oh! I see him!
Can you change your colors?
No?
I can change mine.
What color am I now?
The clouds are so white, and it is so cold! If you look hard, maybe you will find me.
My scales will freeze up here.
It’s time for me to warm up.
Where can I go?
I will go to the beach. See the man with a tan? That’s where I am!
This is nice.
I will close my eyes now, and you hide.
One, two, three...
Here I come!
Where are you?
There you are!
What a neat place to hide!
Now, you close your eyes, and I will change my color. What color am I?
Did you say orange?
That’s right!
I can hide myself in pails of pumpkins, oranges, or carrots.
You’ve seen me in green, yellow, black, brown, white, tan, blue, and orange. Can I do more?
Yes!
Just let me use a paintbrush.
My name is Chameleon,
and change is my game!